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the captured image to produce new types of images that
could benefit a vision system—either a human observ-
ing the images or a computer that analyzes the images
to interpret the scene.

COMPUTATIONAL CAMERAS 
At Columbia University’s Computer Vision Labora-

tory, we have developed several types of computational
cameras. As the “Related Research” sidebar describes,
several research groups around the world are working
on the development of computational cameras and
related technologies. 

Imaging can be viewed as having several dimensions,
including spatial resolution, temporal resolution, spec-
tral resolution, field of view, dynamic range, and depth.
Each of the cameras presented here can be viewed as
exploring one of these dimensions. 

Field of view
The first imaging dimension we will look at is field of

view. Most imaging systems, both biological and artifi-
cial, are rather limited in their fields of view. They can
only capture a small fraction of the complete sphere
around their location in space. Clearly, if a camera could
capture the complete sphere or even a hemisphere, it
would profoundly impact the capability of the vision
system that uses it. French philosopher Michel Foucault
explored at great length the psychological implications
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T he camera’s evolution over the past century has
been truly remarkable. Throughout this evolu-
tionary process, however, the principle under-
lying the camera has remained the same—
namely, the camera obscura,1 Latin for “dark

room.” As Figure 1a shows, the traditional camera has
a detector—either film or solid-state—and a lens that
essentially captures the light rays that pass through its
center of projection, or effective pinhole. In other words,
the traditional camera performs a special and restrictive
sampling of the complete set of rays, or the light field,2

that resides in a real scene.
Computational cameras sample the light field in rad-

ically different ways to create new and useful forms of
visual information. A computational camera embodies
the convergence of the camera and the computer. As
Figure 1b shows, it uses new optics to map rays in the
light field to pixels on the detector in an unconventional
fashion. For example, the computational camera assigns
the yellow ray, which would travel straight through to
the detector in a traditional camera, to a different pixel.
In addition, it can alter the ray’s brightness and spec-
trum before the pixel receives it, as illustrated by the
change in its color from yellow to red.

In all cases, because the captured image is optically
coded, interpreting it in its raw form might be difficult.
However, the computational module knows everything
it needs to know about the optics. Hence, it can decode
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of being able to see everything at once in his dis-
cussion of the panopticon.3

First introduced about a century ago, the fish-
eye lens4 is a wide-angle imaging apparatus that
uses meniscus (crescent-shaped) lenses to
severely bend light rays into the camera—in
particular, the rays that are in the periphery of
the field of view. However, it is difficult to design
a fish-eye lens with a field of view that is much
larger than a hemisphere while maintaining
high image quality. To address this limitation,
we use catadioptrics, an approach that com-
bines the use of lenses and mirrors. Cata-
dioptrics has been used extensively to develop
telescopes.5 While a telescope captures a very
small field of view, here  we are interested in
exactly the opposite: capturing an unusually
large field of view.

In developing a wide-angle imaging system,
ensuring that the camera captures principal rays
of light that pass through a single viewpoint, or
center of projection, is highly desirable. If the sys-
tem meets this condition, regardless of how dis-
torted the captured image is, software can map
any part of it to a normal perspective image. For
that matter, the user can emulate a rotating cam-
era to freely explore the captured field of view. In
our work, we have derived a complete class of
mirror-lens combinations that capture wide-
angle images while satisfying the single viewpoint
constraint. This family of cameras uses ellip-
soidal, hyperboloidal, or paraboloidal mirrors,
some of which were implemented in the past. We
have also shown that it is possible to use two mir-
rors to reduce the imaging system’s packaging
while maintaining a single viewpoint. 

Image
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Figure 1.Traditional and computational cameras. (a) The traditional camera is based on the camera obscura principle and
produces a linear perspective image. (b) A computational camera uses novel optics to capture a coded image and a
computational module to decode the captured image to produce new types of visual information.

Related Research
Several academic and industrial research teams around the world

are developing a variety of computational cameras. In addition, some
well-established imaging techniques naturally fall within the definition
of a computational camera. A few examples are integral imaging1

for capturing a scene’s 4D light field; coded aperture imaging2 for
enhancing an image’s signal-to-noise ratio; and wavefront coded 
imaging3 for increasing an imaging system’s depth of field. Each of
these techniques uses unconventional optics to capture a coded
image of the scene,which is then computationally decoded to 
produce the final image.This approach is also used for medical and
biological imaging,where it is referred to as computational imaging.
Finally, significant technological advances are also being made with
respect to image detectors.4-6 In particular, several research teams are
developing detectors that can perform image sensing as well as early
visual processing.
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Figure 2 shows an example of this class of wide-angle
catadioptric cameras. This implementation is an attach-
ment to a conventional camera with a lens that includes
a relay lens and a paraboloidal mirror. As the figure
shows, this camera’s field of view is significantly greater
than a hemisphere. It has a 220-degree field of view in
the vertical plane and a 360-degree field of view in the
horizontal plane. The middle of the figure shows an
image captured by the camera. The black spot in the
center is the camera’s blind spot where the mirror sees
the relay lens. Although the image was captured from
close to ground level, the sky is visible above the foot-
ball stadium bleachers. 

This image illustrates the power of a single-shot wide-
angle camera over traditional methods that stitch a
sequence of images taken by rotating a camera to obtain
a wide-angle mosaic. While mosaicing methods require
the scene to be static during the capture process, a sin-
gle-shot camera can capture a wide view of even a highly
dynamic scene.

Since the camera’s computational module knows the
optical compression of the catadioptric field of view, it
can map any part of the captured image to a perspec-
tive image, such as the one shown on the right. This
mapping is a simple operation that can be done at video
rate using even a low-end computer. We have demon-
strated the use of 360-degree cameras for video-
conferencing and video surveillance.

Dynamic range
While digital cameras have improved dramatically

with respect to spatial resolution, they remain limited
in terms of the number of discrete brightness values they
can measure. Consider a scene that includes a person
indoors lit by room lamps and standing next to an open
window where the sun brightly lights the scene outside.
If the camera’s exposure time is increased to ensure the
person appears well lit in the image, the window would
be washed out, or saturated. Conversely, if the exposure

time is lowered to capture the bright outdoor scene, the
person will appear dark in the image. This occurs
because digital cameras typically measure 256 levels (8
bits) of brightness in each color channel, which is sim-
ply not enough to capture the rich brightness variations
in most real scenes.

A popular way to increase a camera’s dynamic range
is to capture many images of the scene using different
exposures and then use software to combine the best
parts of the differently exposed images. Unfortunately,
this method requires the scene to be more or less static
as there is no reliable way to combine the different
images if they include fast-moving objects. Ideally, we
would like to have the benefits of combining multiple
exposures of a scene with the capture of a single image.

In a conventional camera, all pixels on the image
detector are equally sensitive to light. Our solution is to
create a detector with an assortment of pixels with dif-
ferent sensitivities either by placing an optical mask with
cells of different transmittances on the detector or by
having interspersed sets of pixels on the detector
exposed to the scene over different integration times.
Most color cameras already come with an assortment
of pixels: Neighboring pixels have different color filters
attached to them. In our case, the assortment is more
complex as a small neighborhood of pixels will not only
be sensitive to different colors, but the pixels of the same
color will also have different transmittances or integra-
tion times.

The left side of Figure 3 shows a camera with assorted
pixels. Unlike a conventional camera, for every pixel
that is saturated or too dark there will likely be a neigh-
boring pixel that is not. Hence, even though the cap-
tured image may have bad data, it is interspersed with
good data. The middle of the figure shows an image cap-
tured with this camera. The magnified inset image shows
the image’s expected checkerboard appearance.
Applying image reconstruction software to this optically
coded image creates a wide dynamic range image, as the
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Figure 2. Wide-angle imaging using a catadioptric camera.
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right side of the figure shows. This image includes details
on the dark walls lit by indoor lighting as well as the
bright sunlit regions outside the door.

Spectrum
Figure 4 shows how the well-known method of image

mosaicing can be extended to capture both a wide-angle
image and additional scene information. The left side of
the figure illustrates the key idea, showing a video cam-
era with an optical filter with spatially varying proper-
ties attached to the front of the camera lens. In this
example, a  black-and-white video camera is used with
a linear interference filter that passes a different wave-
length of the visible light spectrum through each of its
columns (inset image). The middle of the figure shows 
an image captured by the video camera. The camera 
is moved with respect to a stationary scene, and a 
registration algorithm aligns the acquired images.
Registration provides multiple measurements of the
radiance of each scene point that correspond to differ-
ent wavelengths.  Interpolation of these measurements
determines the spectral distribution of each scene point.

Instead of the three-color mosaic (red, green, blue) that
traditional mosaicing provides, the result is the multi-
spectral mosaic shown on the right side of Figure 4. 

This generalized mosaicing approach can be used to
explore various dimensions of imaging by simply using
the appropriate optical filter. A spatially varying neutral
density filter can be used to capture a wide dynamic
range mosaic, and a filter with spatially varying polar-
ization direction can be used to separate diffuse and
specular reflections from the scene and detect material
properties. When the filter is a wedge-shaped slab of
glass, the scene points are measured under different
focus settings to compute an all-focused mosaic. In fact,
multiple imaging dimensions can be explored simulta-
neously by using more complex optical filters. 

Depth
Figure 5 on the next page shows how a computational

camera can be used to extract a scene’s 3D structure from
a single image. A hollow cone that is mirrored on the
inside is placed in front of a conventional perspective
camera. The cone’s axis is aligned with the camera’s opti-
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Figure 3. High dynamic range imaging using assorted pixels.
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Figure 4. Multispectral imaging using generalized mosaicing.
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cal axis. Since the mirror is hollow, the camera lens sees
a scene point directly. In addition, it is reflected by exactly
two points on the conical mirror that lie on a plane that
passes through the scene point and the camera’s optical
axis. As a result, each scene point is imaged from three
different viewpoints: the center of projection of the cam-
era lens and two virtual viewpoints that are equidistant
and on opposite sides with respect to the optical axis.
Consequently, the image includes three views of an entire
scene: one from the center of projection of the lens and
two additional views from a circular locus of viewpoints
whose center lies on the optical axis.

The middle of Figure 5 shows an image of a face cap-
tured by this radial imaging system. Notice how the cen-
ter of the image is just a regular perspective view of the
face. Two additional views of the face are embedded in
the annulus around this view. A stereo matching algo-
rithm finds correspondences between the three views
and computes the face’s 3D geometry. 

The image on the right in this figure shows a new
rotated view of the computed face geometry. While a
conical mirror with specific parameters was used here,
changing the mirror’s parameters can create a variety
of radial imaging systems with different imaging prop-
erties. We have used this approach to recover the fine
geometry of a 3D texture, to capture complete texture
maps of simple objects, and to measure the reflectance
properties of real-world materials.

PROGRAMMABLE IMAGING
Although computational cameras produce images that

are fundamentally different from the traditional per-
spective image, the hardware and software of each of
these devices are designed to produce a particular type
of image. The nature of this image cannot be altered
without significant redesign of the device. 

A programmable imaging system uses an optical sys-
tem for forming the image that a controller can vary in
terms of its radiometric or geometric properties as
shown in Figure 6. When such a change is applied to the
optics, the controller also changes the software in the
computational module. The result is a single imaging
system that can emulate the functionalities of several
specialized systems. Such a flexible camera has two
major benefits. First, a user is free to change the cam-
era’s role as needed. Second, we can begin to explore the
notion of a purposive camera that, as time progresses,
always produces the visual information that is most per-
tinent to the task. 

The left side of Figure 7a shows a programmable
imaging system that uses a two-dimensional array of
micromirrors, which have controllable orientations. The
image of the scene is first formed using a lens on the
micromirror array. The plane on which the array resides
is then reimaged onto an image detector using a second
lens. While it would be ideal to have a micromirror array
with mirror orientations that can be set to any desired
value, such a device is not available at this time. 
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Figure 6. A programmable imaging system is a computational
camera in which the optics and software can be varied to emu-
late different imaging functionalities.
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Figure 5. Depth imaging using multiview radial camera.



Our implementation uses the digital micromirror
device (DMD) developed by Texas Instruments6 that
serves as the workhorse for many currently available dig-
ital projectors. This array’s mirror can only be switched
between two orientations: +10 degrees and –10 degrees.
When a micromirror is oriented at +10 degrees, the cor-
responding image detector pixel is exposed to a scene
point; when the micromirror  is at –10 degrees, it receives
no light. The DMD can switch between the two orien-
tation states in a matter of microseconds.

This system can independently adapt the dynamic range
of each of its pixels based on the brightness of the scene
point it sees. In this case, each pixel’s exposure on the
image detector is determined by the fraction of the inte-
gration time of the detector for which the corresponding
micromirror on the DMD is oriented at +10 degrees. A
simple control algorithm updates each pixel’s exposure
duration based on the most recent captured image. 

A conventional 8-bit video camera was used to cap-
ture the image in the middle of Figure 7a. The image on
the right shows the programmable imaging system’s out-
put with adaptive dynamic range. Note how the pixels
that are saturated in the conventional camera image are

brought into the dynamic range of the 8-bit detector. The
inset image on the left of Figure 7a shows the adaptive
exposure pattern applied to the micromirror array. The
system can use this image with the captured image on
the right to compute an image with a very wide dynamic
range. This imaging system can also perform other func-
tions such as feature detection and object recognition. 

In virtually any imaging system, the main reason to
use a lens is to gather more light. However, this benefit
of a lens comes with a price in that it severely restricts
the geometric mapping of scene rays to image points.
To address this limitation, we have been exploring lens-
less imaging systems. 

Consider a bare image detector exposed to a scene. In
this case, each pixel on the detector receives a 2D set of
rays of different directions from the scene. The detector
itself is a 2D set of pixels of different spatial locations
arranged on a plane. Therefore, although the detector
produces a 2D image, it receives a 4D set of light rays
from the scene. 

Now, consider what happens when a 3D (volumetric)
aperture is placed in front of the detector instead of a lens,
as shown on the left of Figure 7b. If the aperture has a
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Figure 7. Programmable imaging systems that use controllable spatial light modulators to vary their radiometric and geometric
properties based on the application’s needs. (a) Adaptive dynamic-range imaging with a micromirror array. (b) Split field-of-view
imaging with a volumetric aperture.
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3D transmittance function embedded within it, it will
modulate the 4D set of light rays before the 2D detector
receives them. If this transmittance function could be con-
trolled, it would be possible to apply a variety of modu-
lation operations on the 4D set of scene rays. Such a
device could map scene rays to pixels in ways that would
be difficult, if not impossible, using a lens-based camera.

Unfortunately, implementing a controllable volumet-
ric aperture is not easy. Consequently, we have imple-
mented the aperture as a stack of controllable 2D
apertures. Each aperture is a liquid crystal (LC) sheet of
the type used in displays. By simply applying an image
to the LC sheet, we can control its modulation function
and change it from one captured image to the next. 

The inset image on the left of
Figure 7b shows how appropriately
selecting the open (full transmit-
tance) and closed (zero transmit-
tance) areas on two apertures
projects three disconnected fields of
view onto adjacent regions on the
detector. Comparing the middle and
right images in Figure 7b demon-
strates the advantage of such a “split field-of-view” pro-
jection. The middle image was taken with a conventional
camera. Although we are only interested in the three
people in the scene, a large fraction of the detector’s res-
olution is wasted on the scene regions in between the
people. In the right image, taken using the lensless sys-
tem, the three people are optically cropped out of the
scene and imaged with higher resolution.

PROGRAMMABLE ILLUMINATION:
A SMARTER FLASH

Since the dawn of photography, people have been try-
ing to take pictures of dimly lit scenes. The only way to
obtain a reasonably bright image of a dark scene was by
using a very long exposure time, during which the scene
had to remain stationary. The flashbulb was invented to
overcome this limitation. Based on patents awarded to
Johannes Ostermeier, a German inventor, the first com-
mercial flashbulb became available around 1930. Today,
the flashbulb, commonly referred to as the “flash,” is an
integral part of virtually every consumer camera. 

The flash’s basic capability has remained the same
since its invention. Used to brightly illuminate the cam-
era’s field of view during the image detector’s exposure
time, the flash essentially serves as a point light source
that illuminates everything within a reasonable distance
from the camera. 

In recent years, researchers have begun exploring ways
to combine images taken with and without a flash to
produce higher-quality images. Multiple flashes placed
around the camera’s lens have also been used to detect
depth discontinuities and produce stylized renderings of
the scene.

Given the enormous technological advancements made
with respect to digital projectors, the time may have
arrived for the flash to play a more sophisticated role in
capturing images. Using a projector-like light source as
a camera flash is a powerful alternative as it provides full
control over the 2D set of rays it emits. The camera can
project arbitrarily complex illumination patterns onto
the scene, capture the corresponding  images, and com-
pute information regarding the scene that is not possi-
ble to obtain with the traditional flash. In this case, the
captured images are optically coded due to the patterned
illumination of the scene. Two examples illustrate the
benefits of using a digital projector as a programmable
camera flash.

In the left side of Figure 8a, a cam-
era and projector are colocated by
using a half-mirror. This configura-
tion has the unique property that the
projector can illuminate all the
points that are visible to the camera.
To maximize the brightness of the
images they produce, projectors have
large apertures and hence narrow

depths of field. We have developed a method that
exploits a projector’s narrow depth of field to recover
the geometry of the scene the camera views. The method
uses a stripe pattern like the one shown in the inset
image in Figure 8a. This pattern is shifted a minimum of
three times, and the camera captures the corresponding
images. The set of intensities measured at each camera
pixel reveals the defocus of the shifted pattern, which
in turn gives the depth of the scene point.  

This temporal defocus method has two advantages.
First, since depth is computed independently for each
camera pixel, we can recover sharp depth discontinu-
ities. Second, since it is based on defocus and not trian-
gulation, we can colocate the projector and the camera
and compute a depth map that is “image-complete”—
that is, there are no holes in the depth map from the
camera’s perspective.

The middle of Figure 8a shows an image of a complex
scene that includes a flower behind a wooden fence and
its depth map (shown as a gray-scale image) computed
using the temporal defocus method. The depth map can
be used to blur the scene image spatially to render it as
it would appear through a narrow depth-of-field cam-
era lens. The right side of Figure 8a shows such a “refo-
cused” image, in which the flower petals in the back are
in focus while the fence in the front is blurred. 

In short, a photographer can vary the image’s depth of
field after capturing it. We have also used depth maps
computed using the temporal defocus method to insert
synthetic objects within the captured image with all the
desired occlusion effects. 

Finally, consider a scene lit by a point light source and
viewed by a camera. The brightness of each scene point

The time may have arrived
for the flash to play 

a more sophisticated role 
in capturing images.



has two components: direct and global. The direct com-
ponent results from light the point receives directly from
the source, and the global component results from light
the point receives from all other points in the scene. A
programmable flash can be used to separate a scene into
its direct and global components. The two components
can then be used to edit the physical properties of objects
in the scene and produce novel images. 

The image on the left side of Figure 8b shows a scene
captured using a checkerboard illumination pattern
(inset image). If the checkerboard pattern’s frequency is
high, then the camera brightness of a point that is lit by
one of the checkers includes the direct component and
exactly half of the global component because the
checkerboard pattern lights only half of the remaining
scene points. 

Now consider a second image captured using the com-
plement of this illumination pattern. In this case, the
point does not have a direct component but still pro-
duces exactly half of the global component. Since the
above argument applies to all points in the scene, the
direct and global components of all the scene points can
be measured by projecting just two illumination pat-

terns. In practice, to overcome the resolution limitations
of the light source, it might be necessary to capture a
larger set of images by shifting the checkerboard pat-
tern in small steps.

The middle of Figure 8b shows separation results for
a scene with peppers of different colors. The direct image
includes mainly the specular reflections from the surfaces
of the peppers. The colors of the peppers come from sub-
surface scattering effects that the global image captures.
Altering the colors of the peppers in the global image and
recombining it with the direct image yields a novel image,
like the one shown on the right in Figure 8b. In addition
to subsurface scattering, this separation method is applic-
able to a variety of global illumination effects, including
interreflections between opaque surfaces and volumet-
ric scattering from participating media.

C omputational cameras use unconventional optics
and software to produce new forms of visual infor-
mation. This concept can be taken one step further

by using controllable optics to realize programmable
imaging systems that can change their functionalities
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Figure 8. A projector can be used as a programmable camera flash to recover important scene information such as depth and illu-
mination effects. Such information can be used to compute novel images of the scene. (a) Computing image-complete depth maps
using projector defocus. (b) Separation of direct and global illumination using high-frequency illumination.
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based on the needs of the user or the application. Finally,
using a programmable illumination source as a camera
flash offers many benefits. Ultimately, the success of these
concepts will depend on technological advances made in
imaging optics, image detectors, and digital projectors.
If progress in these fields continues at the remarkable
pace we have seen in the past decade, we can expect the
camera to evolve into a more versatile device that could
further impact the ways in which we communicate with
each other and express ourselves. ■
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